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Abstract

Economic interaction and Mexican workforce
in North America

This article analyzes the migratory
phenomenon from Mexico to the United
States. It is demonstrated that the Mexicans
have supplied functionally the American work
market almost uninterruptedly for the last 120
years, whether undermining or adapting to the
migratory policies of the United States. Also it
is observed the role the social, economic and
demographic characteristics in Mexico have
played in this process. The results lead to the
need of complementing the reach of these
processes with an institutional arrangement as
the one followed in the formation of the
European Union, since after 10 years of the
instauration of the North America Free Trade
Agreement, the possible advantages of this
treaty have not been seen in a wider and shared
welfare for the Mexican population in general,
despite the fact that the data show a wider
interaction process, in fact it exceeds the very
limits of the NAFTA, although without formal
acknowledgment.

Key words: labor market, international
migration, North America Free Trade
Agreement, Mexico, the United States.

Resumen

Este artículo analiza el fenómeno migratorio
de México hacia Estados Unidos. Se demuestra
que los mexicanos han abastecido
funcionalmente el mercado laboral
estadunidense casi sin interrupción durante los
últimos 120 años, ya sea socavando o
adaptándose a las políticas migratorias de
Estados Unidos. También se observa el papel
que han jugado en este proceso las
características sociales, económicas y
demográficas de México. Los resultados
apuntan a la necesidad de complementar el
alcance de estos procesos con un arreglo
institucional similar al seguido en la formación
de la Unión Europea, toda vez que 10 años
después de la entrada en vigor del Tratado de
Libre Comercio de América del Norte, las
probables ventajas del mismo no se han visto
transformadas en un bienestar más amplio y
compartido para la población mexicana en
general, a pesar de que los datos mostrados nos
hablan de un proceso de interacción más
amplio, que de hecho rebasa los límites mismos
del TLCAN, aunque sin reconocimiento
formal.

Palabras clave: mercado laboral, migración
internacional, Tratado de Libre Comercio de
América del Norte, México, Estados Unidos.

uring the two last decades, the intense migratory flow from some
developing countries has been on the rise. These new population
movements have happened in a parallel way to what is known as

"Globalization". Nowadays, countries depend more than ever on what happens
in other parts of the world and barely a fistful of countries occupy a control
position over the rest1. In this way, it seems appropriate to me to make an analysis
 
1 Control over other countries is part of human history; however, what we now call globalization is
a new type of economical organization that clearly implies a form of control, even if this last differs
from colony situation in the last centuries.
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of existing tensions between markets and governments, for a large part of the
migratory movements has been of the illegal kind or undocumented.

In this article I sustain that Mexico, in the globalization process which has
affected all the countries in the world, is a particular case and probably distinct
to the majority. Relationships between Mexico and the United States, referring
to migration, have lead to an actual situation which maybe differs from the most
common situations among other countries which take in migrants.

After the 1970's decade, Mexican immigrant's figures surpassed any other
national group's figures in the United States. From 1981 to 1998, Mexican
immigration reached a 25-per-cent proportion of the total immigrants from other
countries (INS 1999). Another measurement of Mexican case is that referring
to the United State's answer expressed in the management of its borders, the
Southern above all. From 1994 to 2000, the number of patrolling agents increased
from 3965 to more than 9000 in 2001, Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) asked for a 4.8-thousand-million-dollar budget, which represents an 11-
per-cent increase referring to the year before (INS, 2001b). Apart from this, it
is estimated that foreign origin population illegally abiding in the United States is
increasing at a 275 000 year rate, from which 150 000 are Mexican, i.e. a 54
percent (INS, 2001a). These figures not only express the existing tensions
between United States' control procedures and the labor market's offer and
demand forces, but also reflect the different dimensions of the concrete
interactions between United States and Mexico: on the one side, in the last two
decades, Mexico has been the main immigrant workers supplier; on the other
side, these population movements have caused an increment in United States
government's pressures to prevent these people from entering the United States.
Figures reveal that there is a breach between United States government's
achievements and market objectives. The question is: How can we understand
this sort of interaction?

What I support in this article is that there is a long story behind offer and
demand interchanges between both countries, a story which to a great extent
explains the current situation. I sustain that contradictions between market and
government and in Mexico-United States relationship have always existed, even
in past decades, when world economy was from another kind. However, in
recent years certain phenomena have taken place, and in order to understand
them, maybe it would be necessary to observe them from a wider and more
comprehensive perspective.

In this article are described a series of circumstances which can help to
understand why, in the case of United States-Mexico relationship, the tensions
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between government and market, and between both countries' governments
have never reached a true national crisis state, but on the contrary, in the long
run these interactions have resulted functional for both countries.

Mexican people have supplied United States' market labor almost
uninterruptedly for the last 120 years. These migratory flows vary through the
decades, but it is evident that, regarding numerous social and economical
changes which have taken place in both countries, there always has been a niche
for Mexican workers in the latter country.

The present article is structured from three dimensions. One of them is
temporal, here an account of the different types of migration during the 20th
century is made; the second is focused on the changes of United States' migration
policies; and the third examines incidents related to social, economic and
demographic changes in Mexico. I believe that the observation of these variables
contributes us with a complementary wider vision. It is implicit, due to the
previous asseverations, that a single-variable analysis would be partial and would
not reach to explain the factors which promote or inhibit the migration flows;
nonetheless we have to keep in mind that partial visions can also provide valuable
outcomes. Ideally, what is more, these dimensions should be considered from
both countries' points of view.

A feature that defines and differentiates Mexican migratory movements to
the United States in contrast to other similar experiences in different parts of the
world is the abrupt change in the Mexico migration's behavior through decades.
According to the period, most of the immigrants have become settlers, while the
other, fewer, sojourners, and in the rest of the cases a combination of both
categories. These characteristic is not frequently seen in other groups which
migrate to the United States (Bean et al., 1990: 15-16)

As a consequence of this migratory record, the actions taken according to the
migratory policies, as executed by United States government, have become
ambiguous respecting to Mexican origin citizens (Papademetriou, 1991). This
attitude is based mostly upon in the known fact that such population flows have
responded, more than anything else (but not only) to offer and demand labor
forces, even if it sharply contrasts with laws and regulations elaborated to
prevent such movements.

Following I will briefly discuss the characteristics of some changes which
have taken place in the last 120 years in the laboring interaction between Mexico
and the United States
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The United States' western expansion and the Mexican
Revolution (1880-1929)

When in the year 1882 the United States banned the entrance to Chinese
workers, California farmers tried to recruit Mexican workers, without success
(Galarza, 1964). Let us remember that in those years the agricultural boundary
was expanding, particularly in California.

From 1911 to 1921, Mexico underwent a demographic loss of 2.7 million, i.e.
16 percent of a total population of 17 million, as a revolutionary armed conflict
consequence. It is calculated that a 49 percent of the rate of death was due to
the war, 28 percent to the unborn, 8 percent to immigration to the United States
and 5 percent to immigration to other countries e.g. Cuba and Guatemala
(Ordorica and Lezama, 1993:38-52)2.

In spite the armed movement in Mexico promoted migration to the United
States, the agricultural workers' demand is also due to this country's participation
in the First World War, as well as the end to the Japanese workers importation
in 1907 and workers from other Asiatic countries in 1917 (Keely, 1983). In this
period, 219 004 Mexican officially migrated to the United States, i.e. 441 percent
more than in the previous decade (INS, 1992:27-28). But also we would have to
count those workers specifically recruited to accomplish agricultural labor
(especially in California, where there was a lack of workforce because of the
war) and who were no counted since their temporary condition. There are no
solid data on this particular issue, but it is calculated that this group of workers
was numerous and many of them only abode in the United States temporarily.

Around 1921, the United States' government approve laws which restricted
the access of Europeans into the country (Hoffman, 1971), an action that
indirectly benefited Mexican migration. From 1921 to 1930, 459 587 Mexican
entered the United States. This figure was twice the size of what it had been the
previous decade. The number of Mexican people who, in that time, obtained a
permission to enter the United States was only inferior to the Canadians, and it
was almost the same as, even though, larger than Germans and Italians all of
these Mexican workers were able to gain access to the United States despite the
economical recession from 1921 to 1923, which also caused the expulsion of 100
000 Mexican, or the equivalent of one fifth of the population "born in Mexico" who
was abiding in the United States (García and Griego, 1983). Thus we find a first
2 These authors assign a total of 13 per cent of immigrations to the United States, but it is likely to
be but the 8 per cent; the rest immigrated to Cuba and Central America.
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contradiction in the United States' government actions to expulse and to admit
Mexican people in a very brief period.

1920's decade was an ill-fated period for Mexico, not only because of the
effects of the grave demographic loss caused by the revolution, but also for also
for the critical economical situation in which the country was sunk and that left
bankrupt to many yeoman and depleted the capital reserves. Besides, civilian
disorder had not been settled yet. It was in this context that between the years
1926 and 1930 the Cristero uprising broke out in the west-central Mexican states,
this movement also affected the migratory flows both to Mexican cities and to
the United States (Taylor, 1932).

Although we do not have reliable data on this period, there are documents
which pinpoint that probably an important share of those years' migration was
formed by middle class people, from the city as well as the countryside
(Verduzco, 1992).

It is clear, according to the previously referred, that from 1880's decade, the
United States repeatedly sought to incorporate Mexican workers I different
production sectors, particularly in the agriculture. However, this only became
fruitful when this country's demand for workers concurred with circumstances
that favored workers' mobilization from Mexico. One of this circumstances was
the armed conflict which devastated great extensions of the Mexican territory,
and so its own repercussions during 1910's and 1920's decades.

The United States' government approved some specific laws which made it
easier for the Mexican workers to get a job as a farming worker; hence some
of the country's economical working necessities were satisfied, in the same way
as before they had blocked the entrance to Chinese, then Japanese and then, to
a minor extent, to Europeans.

Also characteristic from these years was that the Mexican migration to the
United States fact was considered as one of the laboring kind with specific
features, including its seasonal and temporary state.

The Great Depression years

Between the 1921 and 1930, 4.1 million people from all over the world had
migrated to the United States, whereas in the next decade this figure decreased
to only 0.52 million, 65 percent were Europeans. Mexican immigrants' number
fell from 459 000 in 1921-1930 decade to only 22 000 between 1931 and 1940.
Furthermore, as a consequence from the Great Depression, the United States'
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government promoted the 345 000 Mexican repatriation between the 1929 and
1932. According to Mexican Government statistics (García y Griego, 1983), this
figure was equivalent to a 47 percent of the total number of Mexican people living
in the United States. The amount of Mexican born immigrants considerably
decreased due to these policies.3

At last, the experiences that the United States had with Mexican people
during the twentieth century's first decade, to who they consider as temporary
workers more than immigrants, determined the bilateral relationships' future and
opened a breach to the Farm Labor Agreement, which would take place for more
than two decades (García and Griego, 1983).

The Bracero Agreement (1942-1964)

In 1942, Mexican and the United States governments signed a bilateral agreement
which provided a legal contract for Mexican workers mainly for the Farming
sector, due to the "lack" of workers in the Northern Country. The economist
Lloyd Fisher (1953) has pointed out that its connotation was relative, because the
war circumstances provoked a rise in the farming workforce cost, even if it
remained below the cost of the industrial workforce. In this way, the importance
of Mexican workers laid upon the fact that they kept the costs of workforce
below the average.

During the first year 4 203 workers were hired; nine years later, in 1951, the
figure was 192 000, reaching a top record of 445 000 in 156, to conclude with 177
000 in 1964. All in all, about 4.6 million workers were hired, which equaled to 209
000 annually, according to United States' statistics (García and Griego, 1983).

As time passed it became clear that this contractual agreement had not been
able to reduce the immigrant workers' flow. This situation made the authorities
feel that border control was insufficient. If we take the number of people arrested
in the border as an index of the phenomenon, we observe that this figure raised
from 6 000 arrests in 1941 to 29 000 in 1944, to 293 000 in 1948, to 885 000 in
1954 (Galarza, 1964:59)

Illegal migration supplied farmers with large reserves of temporary workforce
which could be discarded without contract liabilities once it became useless

3 It is calculated that from 1900 to 1930 annual gross Mexican flow between both countries was about
60 000 and 200 000 a year, a figure that altogether with the number of registered migrants, enables
to conclude that migratory flow back to Mexico was between 42 000 and 70 000 a year (García and
Griego, 1983).
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(Fisher, 1953). This also explains why, through the years, the United States
government did not fully validate the Agreement's terms. The situation produce
frictions in both governments and police campaigns, such as "Wetback Operation"
in 1954, were created. The Bracero Agreement reached its end in 1964 (For an
interpretation of these events, see Galarza, 1964; García and Griego, 1983)

It was evident that a program with such magnitude, lasting for 22 years and
in which, due to other reasons different to the program itself, the figure of illegal
workers had raised to a high percentage must have had a deep impact in both
countries. We must not forget that the workers' migration process was supported
by mechanisms and behaviors which were shaped in both countries during the
first three decades of the century.

Migration patterns previous to the 1970's decade

By 1960's decade, Mexican people were very familiar with the migration
experience to the United States, mostly those who abode in the rural areas of the
Northern and Western Mexico's States. Anthropological studies, as well as
various research informs, point the existence of a rural workforce in Mexico
which, hardly reaching legal age, took part in at least one laboring experience in
the United States, either under the Agreement or undocumented. It is pertinent
to note that in a strict sense these people were not "professional migrant
workers", but individuals who largely had an occasional and isolated participation
(sometimes once in a lifetime) in the United States' Labor Market. In any case,
this experience, shared in various rural areas of some regions of the country,
reinforced the migrating patterns to be had in the future.

Thus, even though in 1930's and 1940's decades the figure of Mexican
immigrants to the United States was in a low level, between 1925 and 1960
Mexican immigrants totaled a 12 percent of all the immigrants to the neighboring
country and later a 14 percent (299 000 to 453 937 in absolute numbers), in the
next decade.

As a result of this long process, by the end of 1960's decade workers'
migration from Mexico showed the following particularities:

1. Migrants, i.e. those who had participated at least once in the United
States' laboring experience, do not come from all Mexico's States, not
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even from the closer States to the United States' border. Neither did they
come from the most humble sectors.
They were five or seven States, with some other variation, which
produced  80 percent of all the migratory flows. Apart from this, even
in those places the migrants were concentrated in a few municipalities,
and the migratory distribution was not even in such States.
In other words, the migration workers' process was structured upon a
geographical selection base, where social nets fulfilled a function. This
tendency had nothing to do with poverty or the closeness to the border.

2. Most of the migrants came from rural areas.
3. Most of them were single young men.
4. Most of them had had a job in Mexico, mainly in farming sector.
5. Their education level was low, but on average higher than that in their

origin communities.
6. For most of the ones who had already worked in the United States, the

insertion in the labor market was a temporary and sporadic issue, i.e.
they had crossed the border several times and remained in the United
States for a few months.

7. The most frequent destinations in the United States were California and
Texas, however, there were large contingents in Illinois.

8. It is calculated that in those years the number of undocumented Mexican
workers was between 0.48 and 1.22 million (See Bustamante, 1979;
Cornelius, 1978; Jones, 1982; Reichert and Massey, 1982, López and
Zendejas, 1987; Tamayo and Lozano, 1991).

Legislative and migratory modifications in the 1980's
decade

In 1970's decade some important changes in migratory patterns had started, but
these were only patent in 1980's decade. Change came as a result of three
influences: the first was a United States new orientation in migratory policies; the
second was due to the up-and-downs in Mexico's economical development; and
the third and most important had to do with the creation of a strong workforce
demand in the United States as a result of a sustained economical boom.

In 1965, after the amends to the Immigration and Nationality Act in 1952,
some important changes in migration to the United States policies happened,
from which the most significant was the abolition of migratory fees that had
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existed since 1920's decade. Immigration from the East was also allowed and
familiar reunion was given priority as a first step to permit legal immigration. Few
years later, in 1980, the Refugee Law was also modified to extend the definition
of "Refuge" (Bean et al, 1990).

In the beginning of 1970's decade, the number of migrant from around the
world started to rise considerably in relation to previous decades. Between 1961
and 1980 the immigrant totaled 7.8 million, which equaled an increase of 221
percent respecting to the immigrants' number between 1941 and 1960.

From 1916 to 1980, Mexican immigrant proportion represented 14 percent of
the total flow, whereas between the years 1942 to 1960 it had been barely a 10
percent, nevertheless, as I previously pointed out, the absolute rise between
periods was enormous.

By that time there was a lot of speculation about the number of undocumented
immigrants in the United States. The most reliable sources calculated this figure
in about 2 million (Pasel and Woodrow, 1984; García and Varea, 1988), the latter
large enough so as to cause alarm among politicians as well as the population,
above all taking into account that a large proportion was concentrated in the
Northern and Southwestern regions of the country (Bean et al, 1990).

These events finally ended up in a conjugation of various migration policies
with the purpose of creating a new immigration reform law: the IRCA
(Immigration Reform and Control Act).

The main objective of such law was the legalization of all alien population who
had been as a resident in the United States until 1982. Under certain circumstances,
it also stipulated the legalization of a special sort of temporary farming worker
known as "Special Agricultural Worker". To ensure the fulfillment of the law, a
regulation to punish those employers who would hire undocumented workers
was proposed, as well as a special budget for the Border Patrol in order to prevent
undocumented migrants from gaining access to the country. Thus, illegal
workers who had been in the United States would be able to legalize their status
and the immigrants' flow would come to a halt. This law was approved in
November 1986 and the legalizing process started in May 1987.

Up to February 1991, more than 3 million people had asked for the legalization.
Out of this figure 1.8 million were accepted under the General Amnesty's terms,
while 1.2 million were taken in the agricultural workers' program.

It is clear, then, that thanks to this procedure the law reached its objective,
even if only partially, regarding to legalize at least a part of the undocumented
population who had arrived by 1982.
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However, the employers who hired illegal immigrants never were punished
systematically. Separately, the agricultural sector employers had found a way to
avoid the law hiring contractor's services, so as to avoid direct contact with the
workers (U.S. Department of Labor, 1989). Besides, in the urban sector, the
responsibility to fulfill the law was upon the workers themselves and not upon the
employers, as suggested. The law was only established in terms to find out if the
worker carried the appropriate documents, regardless their authenticity (U.S.
Department of Labor, 1991).

This legalizing process offered to undocumented population gave way to a lot
of Mexican workers, who worked seasonally in the United States, to take
advantage of the legalization offer to settle permanently, hence modifying the
original purpose of the law, at least partially, and transforming what had been a
temporary flow into a fixed abiding (Cornelius, 1990).

Some economical and geographical facts

In the previous section it was demonstrated that migratory flows have changed
through the years; likewise, it has been exposed the way in which laws and
regulations have influenced in such flows' variations. Before 1970's decade,
migratory flows showed not only a different profile but also they came from
different sets of circumstances which differed from the migratory movements
which later took place.

Even if it is true that "massive" type migrations in the search for work began
in 1920's decade, they stopped almost completely during 1930's and 1940's
decades. In 1950 they restarted under the Bracero Agreement shelter, in a time
when the Mexican context was totally different to that of previous years in
economical, political and social terms. During the Bracero Agreement's lasting
years, Mexico's GNP would grow to a 6-per-cent-a-year constant rate and the
per capital national product grew 105 percent (from 2114 to 4336 USD) in only
ten years. So even tough population's growing rate, resulting from a high fertility
rate and a low mortality rate, the per capita national product was duplicated
(Tables 1 and 2).

Separately, internal migrations made urban population grow from 20 percent
to 49 percent in those years, and employment level was above the population's
growing rate (employment: 3.3 percent; population: 2.73 percent).
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During the same period, a long land distribution process took place in Mexico,
altogether with irrigated land's expansion, which changed from 0.45 million to 3.5
million hectares.

Although economical inequality was large, data referring to the subsequent
period after the Bracero Agreement ending indicate that the breach was
narrowing; between 1963 and 1984 the Gini index decreased from 0.61 to 0.43.

Preceding data show that in this period Mexico was really heading for a
national development, according to the criteria expressed by the common
standards of economical measurement (Reynolds, 1970; Hansen, 1971).

It is also worth mentioning that during the Bracero Agreement period (1942
- 1964) 4.58 million contracts were issued (209 000 annually), however, only 27
145 Mexicans a year, in approximately the same period, obtained the United
States residence. These data stress the Mexican migratory flows' temporary
character. They also suggest that a program such as Bracero Agreement was
not the cause of the permanent type massive migrations (Table 3). It must be
pointed out that those temporary Mexican migrants in the United States were not
displaced from their former jobs in Mexico because of the development process
going on in their country; on the contrary, in those years the migrants were
farmers, and they did not stop being farmers even after years gone by, according
to the reports of most ethnographic studies in Mexico.

Thus, we conclude that in the context of and ample and deep process of social
and economical development in Mexico, migrations towards the United States
in this period responded to demand labor forces which had their origin in the
United States' Agricultural sector, mostly in California State.

In this sense, it is probable that "pressures to migrate" had proceeded from
the destiny country more than from the origin country, because a continuous and
abundant workforce flow had a strategic value in the expansion and larger
development of the agricultural sector in California.

Changing from perspective, this interpretation agrees with what we know
about the average Mexican migrant worker profile (a farmer from the rural
middle sectors), and we can also take in consideration the use and destination of
the money sent by the migrants.

These remittances would be used to complete the income, as a strategy to
raise the social level in the origin communities, but they were not the main income
sources as it would be in the beginning of the 1980's decade.
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TABLE 1
AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATE OF THE GNP IN MEXICO

(IN 1950 PESOS)

Years $ Percentage variations 
   
1895-1910 4.0  
1921-1935 3.4 -15 
1936-1945 5.4 +59 
1946-1956 6.1 +13 
1957-1967 6.2 +1.6 
 Source: Solís, 1970.

TABLE 2
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT PER CAPITA IN MEXICO

(IN 1960 PESOS)

Years $ Percentage variations 
   
1895-1910 1 846  
1921-1929 2 388 +29 
1930-1939 2 144 -10 
1940-1949 2 721 +27 
1950-1959 3 563 +31 
1960-1969 4 336 +22 
1970-1979 6 371 +47 
 Source: Cárdenas, 1989.

A change during 1980's decade

As I have said before, because of the 1982 economical crisis and the persistent
modifications to the United States migratory policies, the migrations' pattern to
this country suffered important changes.

Although demographic variables showed a negative behavior in Mexico, for
instance, a sharp decrease in population growing rates (from 3.2 percent to two
percent annually between 1980 and 1990), linked to a bigger urban population
growth (from 51 to 57 percent of the total population). (See Table 4).
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TABLE 3
MEXICAN IMMIGRANTS IN THE UNITED STATES. NEW RESIDENTS

DURING THE XXTH CENTURY, BY DECADES

Years  People  
   
1901-10 49 642  
1911-10 219 000 (Years of the Mexican internal war) 
1921-30 459 287  
1932 -345 000 (Repatriation and forced deportation  to Mexico) 
1931-40 22 000  
1941-50 60 589 (Years of Bracero Agreement) 
1951-60 299 811 (Years of Bracero Agreement) 
1961-70 453 937  
1971-80 640 294  
1981-80 1 655 843 (Years under the IRCA effects) 
1991-1998 1 931 237 (Other legal amends after the IRCA) 
 

As well as a more regular urban pattern in the country, the economical crisis
had adverse consequences.

GNP fell from a top value of 8.3 in 1980 to 3.7 in 1986; the number of
employed people decreased from 790 000 annually between 1970 and 1980 to
only 150 000 between 1980 and 1990, and the actual salaries fell to the level
previously reached in 1917 (See Table 5).

These circumstances oblige Mexican population to enter into an intensive
work process, the families made use of informal commerce strategies in different
contexts: Mexican cities, or a combination of rural and urban jobs in Mexico, or
combining urban and rural in Mexico with temporary jobs in the United States.
Others left the country forever.

Migratory flows to the United States changed drastically. The global volume
of migrants increased considerably in relation to previous decades; Women's
participation raised, even if migration still was predominately masculine; the
place of origin of the migrants was diversified, new urban spaces added to a flow
which was mainly rural composed, and the number of Mexican residents in the
United States considerably raised in relation to previous years.

From 1980 to 1990, Mexican-born population residing in the United States
raised in 1.7 million, or the equivalent to 170 000 annually. This figure represents
a 13-per-cent increment in relation to Mexico's actual formal employment
increment during the same decade. In other words: the increment of Mexican
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population residing in the United States during the same decade. This means,
probably, that the United States absorbed that proportion of the workforce deficit
in the years of the Mexican economical crisis.These figures give us an idea of
the importance of this "blow off valve" (migration to the United States) for
Mexico, tough a large number of undocumented sojourners, who have crossed
the border once or more along the decade, must be added to the figures.

Between 1940 and 1970 annually 27 000 Mexican migrated to the United
States, which barely to a 16 percent of the figure for the 1980-1990 decade.

From migration's point of view, this data could be taken as an evaluation of
the demographical effects provoked by Mexico's economical crisis after 1982,
which were due mainly to a large burden in the foreign debt that obliged the
Mexican government to set drastic adjustments before calling a moratorium on
the loan.

Though the twentieth century, but only up to 1982, Mexican migrations to the
United States were of a relatively low volume; however, during 1980's decade
the general tendency reached a never-seen level.

In the light of what I have presented so far, it is clear that it is not possible to
limit this migrations' explanation to a mere economical and demographic
variables combination; nevertheless as I said, it looks like the combined effects
of economical (labor offer and demand) variables, altogether with the changes
in migration policies (laws), could have had larger influence that the demographical
variable alone. Furthermore, it looks like the long and intermittent process which
has been developing through the century between both countries according to
complementary offer and demand is still the best explanation about the regularity
of the migratory flow, which has been seen more intense or weaker mainly in
economical and political crisis situations in either country.

From the Mexican point of view, it seems evident that in front of the 1980's
decade economical crisis, because of a fell in the income and a lack of better-
paid jobs, migration to the United States was, by then, a more viable option for
some than in the years before, when the national economy was in better
conditions. However, this alternative was not generalized in all country regions
during the 1980's, but it was more intense in those specific regions and
communities where migratory experience had become an integral part of the
everyday life.

Taking into account past experiences of migrations to the United States, we
must recognize that along the years some kind of selection or selectivity
geographical and social has taken place.
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TABLE 4
MEXICO: TOTAL POPULATION, GROWTH RATE, RURAL AND URBAN

POPULATION

Year Total 
population 
(millions) 

Annual grwoth 
rate 

Rural 
population  

(%) 

Urban 
population 

 (%) 
     
1910 15.1 - 90 10 
1921 14.3 0.51 85 15 
1930 16.5 1.71 83 17 
1940 19.6 1.76 80 20 
1950 25.7 2.68 72 28 
1960 34.9 3.08 63 37 
1970 48.2 3.40 51 49 
1980 66.8 3.20 49 51 
1990 81.1 2.00 43 57 
 

TABLE 5
GNP IN MEXICO FROM1980 TO 1990

Year PNB Year PNB Year PNB 
      
1980 8.3 1984 3.6 1988 1.4 
1981 8.8 1985 2.5 1989 2.9 
1982 -0.6 1986 -3.7 1990 3.9 
1983 -4.2 197 1.6   
 

This maybe explains why from all the country's municipalities (2 447) only 105
(9 out of 32 states) presented, not long ago, an intense migration to the United
States (Verduzco, 1998). This is the reason why we can talk about a "historical
selectivity" concept in which it is implicit, apart from a geographical selection, a
social and economical social structure that involves not only to individuals but to
communities themselves by means of certain inherent communal organizational
characteristics in relation to the wider social and economical regional context's
conditions. This also applies because some country's specific regions have been
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a source of migrants along the years even though the migratory phenomenon as
such has extended to many other places.

Briefly, labor market variables seem to be of major importance when it comes
to integrally explain Mexican migrations to the United States during the last 120
years, but it look evident that, even if demographical variable have had to do,
economical as well as governmental (through migratory policies) variables could
have had exerted influence, mostly during last decades. Separately, we must not
forget the fact that so many years of laboring interaction between both countries
have produced a "historical selectivity" pattern, which regional effects are clearly
perceived in some country regions.

The mentioned factors project the differences between Mexican migrations
and other similar experiences to North-South migratory movements in other
latitudes, particularly in Europe.

To the United States, Mexican migrations not only have been necessary but
also strategic for development, mainly in respect to the growing perishable
products sector and to the low-paid jobs sector in urban contexts. United States
has become world leader in production and productivity in the agricultural sector,
due partially to the availability of an abundant, cheap and temporary workforce
contingent. These very circumstances let us explain the ambiguity shown by the
United States' government regarding migratory regulations and legal actions
(Papademetriou, 1991).

To Mexico, these flows have provided a real access to large sums of constant
and fresh money and at the same time, have served as a demographic and
laboring "blow off valve". In every sense, this factors' combination has helped to
alleviate the migrants' grave economical problems.

Changes in NAFTA (1994 to 2001)

North America Free Trade Agreement's setting in 1994, signed by Canada,
Mexico and the United States, has been the main economical strategy use by the
United States to point its continental roll. As a part of this strategy even if
indirectly, it was thought that Mexican migration to the United States would be
stopped once funds to promote a larger development had been invested in
Mexico. It was also believed that other migratory flows to the United States,
mainly from South America, would decrease in intensity when Mexico's
economical situation started to improve, for this country would be able to become
in an important attraction center for South American migrations.
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Following a recount of the events related to migration and commerce events
from NAFTA is presented. As it would be seen, it is difficult to assign some
degree of coincidence to these facts. However, at least some presented facts or
events have a relation to both countries' interchanges, but I support that this
behavior is part of a wider process in which two countries have been involved
along the years.

The most recent amends to the United States' migratory laws come into
scene, in most of the cases these are not specifically directed to Mexican
population abiding in that country, but to the aliens' general population. Also some
data showing important changes in Mexican migration patterns are presented.
At last, information in relation to commerce and workforce concerning to both
countries is shown. My intention is to suggest that, migratory phenomena,
economical dynamics and the efforts to fulfill the law are part of a wider strategy
which comprises our destinies in both nations in spite of the existing contradictions.

Laws modifications

From United States immigration policies' side some new regulations have been
set up and new conditions and amendments have been added to the preexisting.
The 1990's Immigration law aimed to set a system which benefited legal
migrants; it was based on family relations and laboring abilities. But this law came
just next to IRCA and as a matter of fact is a consequence of it. In 1990, the
Congress made the most important changes to familiar character preferences
stipulated by the latter legislation, modifying the second preference category.
The second preference category includes spouses and under-aged children
(younger than 21 both sexes) of legal fixed residents, also their unmarried
children (older than 21 both sexes). 1990's immigration law reserved 77 percent
of the second preference visas for spouses and under-aged children, a 75 percent
of these visas made no country distinction. Also minor importance stipulations
that positively affected the familiar situation in countries as Dominican Republic
and Mexico were introduced (1990's Immigration Law; INS, 2001a).

In 1996 a new law was approved: Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Agreement (IIRIRA). This law banned the legal access for at
most ten-year period to those unauthorized residents arrested in the United
States. It also drastically modified the deportation conditions for unauthorized
migrants.
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But in the year 2000 a new law known as Legal Immigrant Families Equality
(LIFE) was approved, it stipulated conditions and amendments to facilitate the
reunion of immigrants' families disadvantaged by the previous years' laws, this
law allows the foreigners to modify their undocumented condition and legalize
themselves without leaving the United States. They can also be subjected to the
amendments under the employment related stipulation and have the same
advantages.

Being Mexicans the largest foreign population in the United States, these
amendments gave them great benefits.

Apart from the laws, a new Border Management Strategy was adopted. As
previously mentioned, the border management's objectives are largely exceeded
by the number of illegal immigrants who gain access to the United States. The
Mexican population that illegally enters the country in this way has grown at an
average rate of about 150 000 yearly since 1988, which represents 54 percent
of the total undocumented population in the United States (INS, 2001a).

In a certain way, LIFE 2000 law was a consequence from the lobbying
practices executed by groups and associations in order to avoid some concrete
problems caused by the 1990's law. LIFE law has lighten some of the difficulties
which the undocumented population faces and has opened a bit the doors to legal
access.

Modifications in the migration patterns

From migrations' point of view, in 1990's decade significant changes happened
in both countries. In Mexico, migration to the United States was limited by then
to some regions, mainly in the North and in the West, and some other states as
Oaxaca and Guerrero. However, by 1990's decade, the origin areas had
expanded to every corner in the country; nowadays all of the Mexican regions
send migrants to the United States (Verduzco, 1999a). During this decade,
migrants' number raised approximately 67 percent (this calculation is based on
the National Survey of Demographical Dynamics, 1997). Although the migratory
flow is predominantly rural, the urban origins already have an important growing
participation. As well the differences in participants' gender are narrowing
whereas in the 1980's decade the number of males was larger by far, the satiation
is reaching an equilibrium point, with a percentage almost equal of males and
females. There is still an important contingent of sojourners who continuously
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travel from one side of the border to the other, but year by year Mexican migrants'
flow who remain in the United States has been constant (in approximately 270
000, comprising documented and undocumented migrants) (Commission for
Immigration Reform, 1997). A less qualified migrants' flow still comes, mostly
from rural sector, but the general tendency has been toward diversification in
terms of laboring qualification and educational achievements.

In the United States destiny areas have also expanded. Similarly to what
happened in Mexico with the origin areas, in the United States destiny areas
broaden, mainly in the East, South and Midwest. Currently Mexican people are
almost in every county. The occupations have also broadened. In most of the
cases Mexican are Farming laborers, but an increasing number are accepting
new few qualified jobs and both urban and rural sectors.

The majority of changes started to be demonstrated in 1980's decade, but the
nature of the laws approved by then (IRCA in 1986 and 1990's Immigration Law)
contributed too, up to certain extent, to next decade migration tendencies.
Nonetheless, the determining factor was the workforce demand required by the
economical boom produced in the United States by the couple Clinton-Greenspan
policies.

Commercial and brief exchanges between Mexico and
the United States

Commercial exportations from Mexico to the United States have augmented
from 42.8 million dollars in 1993 (Before NAFTA), to 94.1 thousand million
dollars in 1997 (three years after NAFTA), to 147.63 thousand million dollars in
the year 2000. Mexican interchanges with Canada have been much less intense,
but have been duplicated from 1.5 thousand million dollars in 1993 to 3.35
thousand million dollars en the year 2000.

The total commerce (importations and exportations) between Mexico and the
United States changed from 88.1 million dollars in 1993 to 275.2 thousand million
dollars in the year 2000. Nowadays Mexico is the United States' second
commercial partner, with a balance of trade that in these moments favors
Mexico.

The remittances sent by Mexicans working in the United States are
calculated in about 4.5 thousand million dollars in 1995 (Commission on
Immigration Reform, 1998); the calculations for the year 2000 are in the range
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of 6.5 to 7 thousand million dollars. One out of five Mexican homes receives
money sent by some family member working in the United States, but in the
Central-Western region one out of two homes receives fresh northern money
(Corona, 2000). Of course, in this last region migrations have undergone a long
structuring process (Verduzco, 1999b).

In other dimension, Mexican abroad travelers spent on average 4.75 thousand
million dollars yearly during 1990's decade. For this sum, 63 percent of the
transactions took place in the cities in the United States' borderline (Banc of
Mexico, 1997). This means that a part from this cities' economical dynamics
probably depends largely on the money spent by Mexican population who resides
on the Mexican borderline cities. To complement this, it must be said that the most
of the tourists who visit Mexico are North American; in the year 2000, tourists
spent in Mexico a sum of 5.8 thousand million dollars (Bank of Mexico, 1997).

It is evident that the interactions between Mexico and the United States have
been very intense in different levels and dimensions, but the workforce exportations
from Mexico should not be seen in an isolate way, and not taking into
consideration the other interchanges. On the other side, is we consider that
nowadays almost 20 percent of the total Mexican workforce labors in the United
States, we can propose that a kind of integration between these two countries
is taking place.

In the past, inner Mexican migrations were the most important force guiding
the urbanizing process in a recently industrialized nation. However, currently
almost all the young low qualified people from rural areas as well as urban
population go towards where globalization experience is converting itself in the
integration process of two or maybe three North America nations. All of this has
occurred in spite of the existing tensions between both countries' governments
and against the efforts to exert border control. It is precisely this group of
situations which should make us think that probably it would be necessary to
complement the reach of these processes with a wider institutional settlement in
North America, which actually lets us focus into a similar situation to that
followed by European countries in order to form the European Union. Up to now,
10 years after NAFTA, it would seem like the probable advantages of it have not
been transformed into a wider and shared wellbeing for the general population,
even though shown data relate an more ample interaction process, which actually
exceeds NAFTA limits, but formally unrecognized. It is precisely that what
would be necessary to advance further towards a formalized scheme which
would be able to report a broader benefit for the Mexican population as a whole.
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